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 The aim of this study is separation of uranium anomalies based on geophysical airborne 

data by utilizing the Concentration-area (C-A) fractal model in Goljeh 1:50000 sheet, 
NW Iran. Threshold values for the different anomalies of uranium were computed with 

the statistical method which shows that uranium anomaly from 22 eppm. Furthermore, 

selected anomalies were further investigated by using surface radiometric data. Firstly, 
threshold values to define anomalies were determined and compared by means of 

conventional statistical methods. Several relatively large anomalies were identified with 

uranium (U) equal to 368.5 eppm. Log-log plot s obtained for the C-A method indicate 
existence of some stages of uranium enrichment, with a major event  being the cause of 

U concentration values above 750 eppm. These higher intensity anomalies are located 

in the north-western part of the Gloljeh sheet. In this area , the C-A anomalies were 
further investigated using ground radiometric using ground radiometric data and ICP-

MS analysis revealing higher than 280 ppm  U concentration values in this area. 

Correlation between the anomalies and geological units show that the anomalies are 
associated with limestone and sand stone units. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Airborne geophysical data especially gamma ray spectrometry are utilized to identify uranium targets [26]. 

Interpretation of this data is important for mineral exploration, specifically radioactive elements. Several 

methods have been conducted for interpretation of geophysical airborne data [1,27,35,4]. Statistical methods are 

customized for determination of uranium anomaly locations and extensions. Statistical analysis was applied to 

the airborne spectrometric data for separation of uranium anomalies from background [1,5]. In traditional 

statistical methods, threshold values are calculated in regard to mean and standard deviation or median based on 

a normal distribution. These methods, indicate normality or log-normality which does not consider the shape , 

extant and magnitude of anomalous areas [25,2]. In addition, geological and geochemical anomaly separation 

from background [29]. 

Fractal geometry is Non-Euclidean geometry established by Mandelbort [23] and has been applied in 

geosciences and mineral exploration, especially in geophysical and geochemical exploration since 1980s e.g. 

Turcotte [32], Meng and Zhao [24], Bolviken et al. [7], Schloz and Mandelbort [30], Korvin [19], Cheng et al. 

[8], Barton and La Pointe [6], Agterberg et al. [3], Turcotte [33], Cheng [9], Li et al. [21], Turcotte [34], Daya 

Sagar et al. [11], Dimiri [13] and Shen et al. [31]. Application of fractal and multifractal models has given rise 

to a better understanding of geophysical phenomena from micro to macro levels [31], Q. Cheng, F.P. Agterberg, 

[8]. In addition fractal dimensions in geological and mineralogy, lithology, stratigraphy, fluid phases, alteration 

zones and structural feature [28], V.P. Dimry, [13]. 

In this study, concentration-area (C-A) fractal method was used in order to explain the geophysical airborne 

data, including U (eppm) from Goljeh 1:50000 sheet, NW Iran. 

 

Concentration-area: 

Fractal method Cheng et al. [8] proposed concentration area (C-A) method which is employed to define the 

geophysical background and anomalies. The method has the general form as follow:                                              
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                                                      (1) 

 

Where A(p) denotes the area with concentration values greater than the contour value  represents the 

threshold and a1 and a2 are characteristic exponents the breaks between straight line segments in C-A log-log 

plot and  the corresponding values of p are known as threshold to separate geophysical values into differences, 

geochemical processes and mineralizing events [22]. The C-A method serves to depict the relationship between 

element concentration values and geological data. The most useful feature of the C-A method is its capability to 

compute anomaly threshols [17]. 

Multifractal models are utilized to quantify patterns such as geophysical data. 

Fractal and multifractal modeling are widely applied to eliminate the different mineralized zones [10]. 

Multifractal theory could be interpreted as a theoretical frame work that explains the power law 

relationships between areas enclosing concentration below a given threshold value and the actual concenteration 

itself. To olemonstrate and prove that data distribution has multifractal nature, an extensive computation is 

required [18,14]. This method has several constrains especially when the boundary effects on irregular 

geometrical data sets are involved [3,16,8,36]. Multifractal modelings in geophysical and geochemical 

exploration help to find exploration targets and mineralization potentials in different types of deposits [38]. 

The C-A method seems to be equally applicable to all cases which means that geophysical distributions 

mostly satisfy to properties of a multifractal function. There is some evidence that geophysical and geochemical 

data distributions have fractal behavior in nature, e.g. Bolviken et al. [7], Turcotte [33], Goncalves [17], 

Getlings [15], Li and Cheng [20] and Afzal et al. [2]. This theory improves the development of an alternative 

interpretation validation and useful methods to be applied to geophysical distributions analysis. 

 

3.  Geological setting of the case studies: 

The Goljeh 1:50000 sheet is one of the fourth sheets of Hashtjin 1:100000 sheet which situated in north 

west of Zanjan province, NW Iran(Fig.1). 

The area is located in Azarbayjan-Alborz zone that has high potential of economic geology. There are several 

metallic prospects like Zn,Pb,Cu and heavy metal like Ti deposits. Also there are many evidence for Au and Pt 

elements in this area. 

Oldest rock types in the area are Paleozoic limestone as named Mobarak. There are sedimentary units 

including qurtzitic sand stone. Furthermore, carbonate units contains dolomite. There are Paleozen granite as 

named Hajseyran in several parts of the sheet. Moreover, there are some faults with trends of N-S and NW-SE. 

 

4. Geophysical airborne analysis: 

23000 geophysical airborne data were collected by Austrex co. in a grid with 1000ˣ500m distance between 

air route surveys during 1976-1978. Line spacing between flight lines is 500m with line direction of 41 degrees 

and sample intervals of 1 s. Detected parameters of these data include U235, Th232, K40. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Goljeh geological map 

 

4.1 statistical analysis: 

One of the most important methods to separate background from different anomalies is the method based on 

classical statistics. This method is depended on data distribution [12]. Different anomalies can be separated in 

normal distribution, but geophysical and geochemical data do not have normal distribution in most of the cases, 

e.g. Abd Ei Nabi, [1]; Ranjbar et al., [27] Li et al., [21]; Rafiee, [25] and Afzal et al., [2]. Uranium histograms 
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were drawn for Goljeh 1:50000 sheet, as presented in fig.2. uranium distribution in this sheet  is not normal. 

Based on statistical method, uranium threshold in goljeh 1:50000 sheet is equal to median and there are two 

societies, namely background and anomaly. Threshold value for uranium based on radiometric data is eppm and 

different anomalies were separated in this sheet (table 1). Uranium distribution map in this sheet was generated 

by Surfer 8 software in terms of inverse distance squared (IDS), and uranium was classified to different 

population based on classical statistic method, as illustrated in ( Fig.3). 

 

 
Fig. 2: Histograms of uranium in Goljeh sheet 

 

The studied areas were gridded to 250ˣ250m cells for evaluation of uranium distribution in this sheet 

.Uranium anomaly in Goljeh sheet is situated some parts of northern and specifically in NW parts of this sheet. 

High intensity anomalies, more than 750 eppm are located in parts of northern and NW area (Fig.3). 

 
Table 1: Statistical parameters of radiometric geophysical raw data in Goljeh sheet. 

                           X Y Z   

Minimum:      

          254250 4096375  22 
Median:                    267250 4111875 239 

 

Maximum:                   280375 4127875 787 
 

Midrange:                  267312.5 4112125 368.5 

Range:                     26125 31500 837 
Interquartile Range:       13125 15500 90 

Median Abs. Deviation:     6625 7750 45 

 
Mean:                      267314.4443165 4111821.1348763 250.37399965456 

Trim Mean (10%):          267314.86822185 4111820.524234 245.11401582191 

Standard Deviation:        7586.2762935004 8954.5349381521 93.125002944159 
Variance:                  57551588.001326 80183695.958586 8672.2661733496 

 

Coef. of Variation:          0.37194358468788 

Coef. of Skewness:           1.1373485009408 

 

4.2  C-A method: 

C-A log-log plot of uranium was constructed in Goljeh 1:500000 sheet .Geological population was divided 

based on linear segments and breakpoints in these log-log plots uranium distribution in Goljeh area indicates a 

multifractal model based on its log-log plot. On the other hand some phases for uranium mineralization are 

present in this area 1.7, 2.5 and 2.89 Which are low threshold, moderate intensity anomaly threshold and high 

intensity anomaly threshold values, respectively as illustrated in table 2. 

Uranium distribution maps in these areas were generated by Surfer 8, as revealed in Fig.4.Uranium high 

intensity anomalies, higher than 2.89 eppm, are situated in NW of Goljeh sheet and moderate intensity 

anomalies, between 2.5 and 2.89 eppm are located in south and east of this area. 
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Table 2: thresholds of uranium (eppm) in Goljeh sheet based on C-A fractal method 

 
Goljeh Threshold     

 
1.7                                                             Low intensity threshold 

 
2.5                                                            Moderate intensity threshold 

    2.89                                                          High intensity threshold 
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Fig. 3: Uranium anomalies based on statistical methods in Goljeh sheet. 

             

5.   Control with geological particulars, ground radiometric surveying: 
Several high and moderate intensive anomaly results from C-A model were examined and controlled by 

ground radiometric surveying. Surface radiometric data surveyed from Goljeh some points (table4). Radiometric 

data collected from C-A moderate anomalies in Goljeh sheet show uranium concentration between 368 and 510 

eppm. Spectrometric data from high intensive anomalies in NW of Goljeh area illustrate that there is U higher 

than 750 eppm (table4). The results reveal there is positive correlation between anomalies derived via C-A 

method and surface radio metrical surveying in table 3. 

Two lithogeochemical samples were collected from uranium anomalies consisting G1 from granite, G2 

from sandstone and analyzed by ICP-MS method. G1 was collected from high intensive uranium anomaly (>750 

eppm) and its uranium equal to 280 ppm. G2 associated with moderate intensity anomaly (368.5 eppm) has 150 

ppm uranium concentration. The uranium concentrations of the samples have proper correlation with 

geophysical airborne anomalies resulted by C-A method. 

 
Fig. 4: Uranium anomalies based on C-A method in Goljeh sheet. 
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Conclusion: 
Results obtained by study on Goljeh 1:50000 sheet indicate the potential use of the C-A model for 

radiometric airborne anomaly separation as an appropriate tool for geophysical exploration. Log-log plot for 

uranium in the area shows a anomaly for uranium enrichment in the sheet. Uranium anomalies resulted from C-

A model and statistical method outline that main uranium anomalies are located in NW of parts of area. 

Resulted uranium anomalies in the area based on classical statistic are similar to anomalies from C-A model 

because uranium distribution is normal in this area. According to correlation between geological particulars and 

uranium anomalies achieved by C-A model, granite (Hajseyran) were associated   with the high anomalies of 

uranium in Goljeh sheet. Results of analyzed samples by ICP-MS method show that uranium concentrations 

have a positive correlation with anomalies derived via C-A model. 

It may be easy to study geophysical airborne anomalies with the C-A log-log curves can be a sufficient way 

for geophysists to conduct such research in order to find targets with enriched radioactive elements. The 

developments in multifractal theory and its utilization are highly recommended for stochastic simulation of 

geophysical distribution. 

 
Table 3: The coordinates of sampling points in Goljeh area. 

Sample name                C-A anomaly intensity                         U (eppm) 

89-HA-GO-01               Moderate                                      310   

89-HA-GO-02               Low                                              22 

89-HA-GO-03               High                                            715 

89-HA-GO-04               High                                            787 

89-HA-GO-05               Low                                             174 

89-HA-GO-06               Moderate                                   310 

89-HA-GO-07               High                                             575 
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